
GOLD Blend - 100% Arabica

This 100% arabica blend is
perfectly balanced between
body and aromas, creamy and
sweet with a low acidity and
light hints of chocolate. We
believe it is the right
combination of natural arabica
from South America and
washed arabica from Central
America.

PURPLE Blend - 100% Arabica

A delicate and high-profile
blend that harmonizes
the fine aromatic quality
of high altitude central
American washed arabica,
with the full body of the
natural Brazilian arabica.



BLUE Blend 
80% Arabica 20% Robusta

A blend that combines the
extraordinary harmony of the
American washed arabica with
the full body of Brazilian arabica
from Cerrado and the
characteristic velvety cream
typical of a selected production
of Indian robusta.

DECAF COFFEE

Our decaffeinated coffee
presents the classic
aromas of the Route 66 blends,
but without caffeine nor any
chemical residue in the cup.
Furthermore, this coffee is
dewaxed, therefore good for
our sleep and for our stomach.



BRAZILIAN CERRADO COFFEE 250gr
Brazilian coffee with tasting notes of

chocolate, caramel and hazelnut. Giant
of worldwide coffee production, Brazil
produces not only the most coffee, it

also grows some of the best.

HONDURAS COMSA COFFEE 250gr
This coffee has a nutty/herbal flavor,

coming with a full body and mild acidity.

COSTA RICA TARAZZU COFFEE 250gr
This coffee has a creamy body, decent
acidity and flavors of plum & chocolate.

COLOMBIA TARSO ANTIOQUIA COFFEE
250gr

This coffee has a citric acidity, a good body
with hints of citrus and peach.



For the ultimate lover
of coffee, Coffeeccino
frappe powder
combines coffee
flavour with coffee.
What more could you
want? The result is a
frappe that will leave
you wanting more. Mix
with ice and whipped
cream, sit back, relax
and cool down on a hot
day.

Brown sugar in its
best form, it is of

course toffee. Burnt
sweetness at its
finest, toffee is a
flavour many of us
find hard to resist
– and when you

know how it’s made
you can see why!

So, if toffee is your
thing then this

frappe is for you.

For a hit of coffee
and chocolate all
mixed into one

perfectly balanced
ice-cold drink,

mocha coffee is
what you need.

Bursting with the
bitterness of the
coffee beans and
balanced with the
smooth, sweetness

of the chocolate this
frappe is a bit of a
flavour sensation.

Smooth and mellow, silky smooth
drinking chocolate is the perfect

answer for a moment of relaxation or
indulgence. With a strong aroma of

sweet chocolate and bitter cocoa, silky
smooth hot chocolate is the perfect mix

for a hot cup of coco.



Made with real biscuit
powder, a spoonful of
cookies ‘n cream will

add an irresistibly
sweet flavour to your
ice-cold frappe. Alter

the strength and
sweetness by

controlling the amount
of powder you use and
then sit back, relax and
enjoy your frappe in the

garden or on the
terrace.

Bring a burst of
flavour to your cold
drinks with vanilla

frappe powder.
Combining the floral

woody flavour of
vanilla pods with the
aromatic and intense
flavour of coffee in a

sumptuous and
subtle style.

Plain white
chocolate, with

vanilla aroma and
cocoa butter


